COME ONE, COME ALL, Submit an IMAGE that encapsulates an exciting and challenging creative or research endeavour you are actively pursuing, to the third annual RIT IMAGING BASH

Everyone will have two minutes with their IMAGE displayed to state their name, something about themselves, and a summary of the research or creative aspect of their work.

Novelty in presentation ENCOURAGED!

THEN PLENTY of TIME FOR INFORMAL RELAXATION, IMBIBING, EATING, and SHARING of IDEAS.

6 JUNE 2011
3 PM to 5 PM

RIT Center for Student Innovation
(87-1600)

PARTICIPATION
Images will be accepted anytime prior to the event

Instructions for submitting images for the bash can be found online at:

www.cis.rit.edu/bash

www.cis.rit.edu/ImagingBash for past years’ entries

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR RIT FACULTY AND STAFF WHO ARE ENGAGED IN ANY ASPECT OF IMAGING:

photography to computation

societal policy to expression

astronomy to biomedical

printing to digital display

ethics to cinema

engineering to vision

remote sensing to archaeology

the universal to the nano

...NO LIMITS.